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I found the event worthwhile [Please fill out the following]

The purpose of the workshop was clear [Please fill out the following]

I found the resources beneficial [Please fill out the following]
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Strongly Agree 39 95.1%

Agree 2 4.9%

Disagree 0 0%

Strongly Disagree 0 0%

Strongly Agree 38 92.7%

Agree 3 7.3%

Disagree 0 0%

Strongly Disagree 0 0%

I would like to attend related events in the future [Please fill out the following]

I would have liked to spend more time:

Exploring some of the other lessons available through HASPI

Networking with other teachers

More labs! They were great.

On biology labs

Breakouts

It was perfect!

More lab samples

Always doing more labs- the chosen ones were great

Capstone

Doing the Haspi labs

Looking at resources and asking questions about them. Pathway development.
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Hands on

Developing inquiry.

Collaborating, exchanging info with others. Maybe send an email list around and check if it's

okay for others to contact you.

Time was distributed equitably

I wish I was able to do all the labs and activities... I would of loved all day labs and activities.

Amazing and great. I wish I could attend a week long training..

With anatomy related labs. Loved the surgical and suturing lab!

Lab activities

Doing labs

Middle school to high school parhways

Layout the labs and model the pre-teaching that goes into each lab.

Discuss how pathway can be done in high schools.

Collaborating

Doing more lessons to gain more experience before using them in class.

Labs....

More labs!!!

All components given adequate time for me.

Doing more labs!

Subject specific labs

Na

N/a

I really liked the opportunity to network with other people. I also liked the hands on component

for the labs. My only suggestion would be to break up middle and high school into two different

rooms.

Loved the lesson ideas and could have done them the whole time!

More lessons

Break out sessions for the labs

Networking, discussing curriculum

I thought it was a great overview. As a next step potentially, how a pathway would integrate

these into their course of study.

I would have liked to spend less time:

On group discussion

Hearing about local resources I could not use

I thought it was well organized

I am not in the IE, so this was not as useful. Next time I would try to attend one in Los Angeles.

This was great!
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Introductions Start earlier

Introducing

Nothing! All important

Cramped quarters

The afternoon after lunc was irreverent to our group.

Changing seats

High-school requirements

On introductions.

Watching videos

Guest speakers

on Ie coalition

None

Conversing

Nothing

Other subject labs

None.

Everything was great!

Nothing

NA

N/A

Na

On nothing

Getting to know.

Everything was valuable to me

N/a

After this workshop, I will be able to:

Bring the labs to my students

Use the resources to help with lesson planning and curriculum.

Do the labs!

Do more with my classes

Use labs/resources in my class!

implent the labs in my class

Add some cool labs to my current curriculum

Share my new knowledge with my colleges and complete lessons tomorrow. I can't wait to

share.

Utilize more of the HASPI materials and share with my co-workers

Integrate labs with my medical science students
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Use some labs in my class.

Use the information on the HASPI website

Use the labs in my class

Implement labs

Access more medical labs

Implement resources

Make lessons relevant and hands on

Do more labs with confidence

Get resources for medical bio and best practices

Implamemt these lessons in my class and will be able to access the resources.

Share the labs with my colleagues

Crate math lessons incorporate medical fields

Do new labs and speak with others in my community about opportunities for my students!

Share with other teachers

Use resources to find curriculum

Utilize the labs with my program's students.

Use the immunization lab in class

Implement a great lesson

Implement more hands on activities

Add more labs and also contact others regarding guest speakers and internships in the

community

Use labs

Incorporate some of these lessons into my classroom

Bring back resources to other teachers for how to integrate Medical activities into their

classroom.

Apply some of the labs

Refer to the resources and implement and also share with colleagues.

Understand goals Do labs presented

Implement the labs, start thinking about the pathway courses.

Do more labs in my class! Yay! And hopefully more internships

I need help with

Medical bio development

More NGSS lessons and ideas

Nothing...it was fantastic and clear.

Pathways externship

nothing

Need medical life science kits
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More info on medical pathway

Middle school connection.

Developing inquiry.

Cte course

Supplies/ set-up

I think I'm good, maybe showing more connections to NGSS or building it into my already

existing curriculum

Organizing pacing to make sure I cover everything

If I have questions I will contact you...

None

Setting up some labs

Always more resources

Nothing

More contact info with fellow teachers

Pathways 8-12

NA

Starting the medical pathway at my site- there are schools in the district employing it but not us

yet

N/A

How everything connects to meeting all the standards for NGSS for a chem class. It qould be

good to see a check off of all standards for a med chem class.

Na

Answer keys for case study

N/a

Cross-curricular lessons

Middle school life sciences implementation

Comments? Suggestions?

It was great, thank you!

Thank you!!! Great presenters with a lot of ideas, resources, and energy

Thank You!

You did a great job!!!

Great job!! Thank you!

Great job today. Loved it

Well done.

Loved it! Thank you!

Loved it! I want to bring more teachers. Thank you for sharing!!

You ladies are awesome. Thank you for keeping us motivated!
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None

Like

No great conference as always

Have additional workshop in the area throughout the year

You were great thank you!

Thank you for all you do!

Wonderful experience!

Everything was great!
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